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children can easily understand them.
What better way can there be to share
with your children than reading a book
together that has a positive life
message? Our titles for children range
in age group, appeal and content.

What are the values and concepts
Hay House publishers and authors
want to bring to young people today?

In essence we want to encourage
children to believe in themselves so
that they can truly see the possibilities
available to them. 

Where is Hay House heading in the
near future? 

The publishing industry as a whole is at
a critical point in terms of the digital age.
In the UK Hay House is just about to
start publishing e-books, and this is a
really exciting new area for us. We also
have an extremely busy and informative
website which we will be re-launching
in June. The new site will have a lot
more content and have more built-in
interactivity to allow us to talk directly
to our readers. We are also committed
to growing our speaker events: this year
we will be hosting the second I Can Do
It! conference in September and plan for
this to become an annual event. And we
are constantly building our publishing
programme with cutting-edge books!

Hay House is an international
publishing company; can you explain
how you value and empower your
staff as individuals all over the world?

A quarter of Hay House UK employees
are working parents – we do our best
to operate a flexible working
environment that facilitates our
employees who have families. Louise
has tried to create a family feel for the
entire company. We are also
committed to giving to charity. I
believe we are probably one of the 
few independent publishing houses
with a Director of Giving whose sole
focus is to oversee all of our 
charitable work, and of course 
Louise herself has set up the The Hay
Foundation, which donates money to
charitable trusts worldwide. �

www.hayhouse.co.uk

Juno picks
You Can Heal Your Life

by Louise L. Hay, £9.99

The definitive best-selling

book on self-healing which

has transformed the lives of

millions of people, it explores

the way that limiting thoughts

and ideas control and restrict us.

Power Thoughts for

Teens by Louise L. Hay,

£11.99

A set of fifty affirmation

cards to help teens

develop their inner power 

and confidence.

The Crystal Children by 

Doreen Virtue, £5.99

Following on from her book

on Indigo Children, Doreen

Virtue explores the care of

Crystal Children and their

unique gifts, including healing

abilities and a powerful

connection to Nature.

Tiger-Tiger, Is It True? by 

Byron Katie, illustrated 

by Hans Wilhelm, £7.99

A heart-warming story

about a tiger who believes

his world is falling apart but has

his negative thoughts turned

around by a wise turtle who

encourages him to take a closer

look at reality.

Louise L. Hay is known as one of
the founders of the self-help
movement. Her first book, Heal Your
Body, was published in 1976, long
before it was fashionable to discuss
the connection between the mind and
the body. This best-selling book
introduced Louise’s concepts to people
in 30 different countries and in 23
different languages across the world.

Through Louise’s healing techniques and
positive philosophy, millions have learned
how to create more of what they want
in their lives, including more wellness in
their bodies, minds and spirits. Louise’s
own story began with an unstable and
impoverished childhood and teenage
years marked with abuse. After a
difficult divorce she began exploring the
transformative power of thought, and
her career and healing began. Over many
years of developing and sharing her
ideas she has used her own techniques to
beat cancer, and through setting up Hay
House she has been able to publish the
works of other new thinkers and healers.

Mel Tibbs spoke to Jo Lal, UK
managing director of Hay House.

Hay House was established to publish
Louise Hay’s own books, and now
prints works by other authors. What
are your guiding principles?

All the books Hay House publishes have
a positive, life-affirming slant. We aim to
work with authors who are leaders in their
fields and have authority, integrity and
something new, exciting and different to
say. Hay House works long-term with
each author, helping to build their media
profile, online presence, speaking career
(where appropriate) and of course their
ongoing publishing programme.

You’ve recently published the first
children’s book by Deepak Chopra
(review on p.60). What draws your
authors to want to write books for
children as well as adults?

Many Hay House readers are of course
parents. They often wish to share with
their children some of the guiding spiritual
principles they live by. Hay House
children’s books are a perfect way to do
this because they simplify what are
sometimes quite complex ideas so that
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